Food encounter rate of simulated termite tunnels in heterogeneous landscapes.
The aim of this study was to explore how a heterogeneous landscape affects food encounter rate in the Formosan subterranean termite, Coptotermes formosanus Shiraki. To do this, a lattice model was formulated to simulate the tunneling structure of the termite. The model made use of minimized local rules derived from empirical data. In addition, a landscape structure was generated on a lattice space by using a neutral landscape model. Each lattice cell has a value h, representing spatially distributed property of the landscape (e.g., temperature or moisture). The heterogeneity of the landscape was characterized by a parameter, H controlling aggregation of lattice cells with higher values of h. Higher H values correspond to higher aggregation levels. The effect of the landscape heterogeneity on the encounter rate was clear in the presence of higher food density than in lower density. The effect was also enhanced by the increase of the number of primary tunnels.